Volunteers
Did you know Newcastle City Council is one of the Hunter’s largest employers of volunteers?

Our council volunteer programs provide
everyone from guides of Newcastle Museum and Newcastle Art Gallery to libraryLoaners at Blackbutt Reserve and crew cleaning up our natural assets.

Libraries and the Civic Playhouse are among the other venues where volunteers play a key role. They are also crucial to the many community and advisory panels operating across the city.

REMEMBERING OUR HISTORY
Newcastle will commemorate two significant anniversaries this year on Thursday 8 June.

Fort Scratchley

Commemorative event

On this date 70 years ago, Fort Scratchley’s six-inch guns fired four salvos at a marauding Japanese naval vessel during World War II.

Fort Scratchley, the only Australian coastal fortification to fire on an enemy naval vessel during World War II, will commemorate two significant anniversaries this year on Thursday 8 June.
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The Newcastle Museum is hosting an exhibition celebrating pop art inspired by women artists and happy at Newcastle Art Gallery, showing works of art from the remarkable contribution Australian abstract artists have made to abstract art.

This day marks the 10th anniversary of the June 2007 Newcastle storm and floods. Many Novocastrians will recall how these weather events forced the Pedro Bayurex plant on Nobbys Beach and brought our community together through stories of rescue, care and kindness.
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Newcastle is transitioning from a great regional city to an emerging global city. Our 2020 vision is to create a smart, sustainable and desirable city where people choose to live, work and play.

Over the past two-and-a-half years, Council has delivered significant results for Newcastle. We have turned around the city’s finances while doubling our infrastructure spending and addressing our water supply backlog. Later this month we expect to adopt the Draft Delivery Program and budget of the current council term. This document makes clear what we are doing to achieve our 2020 vision.

The 2017/18 budget includes another $90 million in asset renewal and priority ambitious works program of over $90 million in asset renewal and priority works. It outlines what we are doing to achieve our 2020 vision.
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